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As confirmed exoplanets climb into the thousands, the era of exoplanets discovery is giving way to exoplanet
characterization. The most desirable scenario is one where the exoplanet can be directly imaged. Direct imaging
not only delivers orbital parameters, but also yields the chemical composition of the atmosphere. The potential for
habitable zone exoplanets to exhibit biosignatures in such data from a visionary future instrument drives intense
interest. However, this requires to simultaneously reach extremely high star-to-planet contrast (from 104 to 108)
and extremely high angular resolution (around and below the diffraction limit). Accomplishing all this through
the atmosphere blurred by turbulence remains a critical challenge, yet it is one that nulling interferometry
in combination with extreme adaptive optics aims to meet. This technique overcomes the contrast problem
by removing the starlight with destructive interference, permitting the faint light coming from the planet to
remain. In this paper, we present the latest evolution of nulling interferometry instrumentation: the integrated-
photonic nuller. It allows spatial filtering, multiple simultaneous baselines, simultaneous photometric channels
and simultaneous measurement of the ”nulled” signal (the light emitted from the planet after cancelling the
starlight) as well as the ”anti-nulled” signal (the channel containing the redirected starlight). Exploiting these
fundamental optical principles, the delivery of imaging and differential spectroscopy of exoplanetary systems
becomes possible. This paper describes a pathfinder that has implemented these ideas into a robust and compact
photonic-chip platform known as the GLINT (Guided-Light Interferometric Nulling Technology) project.

1. INSTRUMENT DESIGN AND ON-SKY PERFORMANCE OF GLINT

GLINT was deployed in March 2016 as a sub-module within the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics
(SCExAO) system. Light in the infrared H-band from the telescope is divided in several beams (by an aperture
mask in the pupil plane) which are then aligned and redirected by a computer-controlled segmented mirror so as
to maximize efficiency of injection into the photonic chip. This is fabricated to contain considerable sophisticated
optical circuitry including waveguides, splitters and directionnal couplers. The outputs after optical processing
within the chip consist of a null and an antinull output for every pair of input beams separately: detectors on
these waveguides measure the intensities of the dark and bright fringe respectively. The chip also delivers one
photometric output for every input beam, used to continuously monitor input intensities and so to correct for
any instantaneous imbalances in the arms of the interferometer in post-processing.

We measure the ratio between the intensity of the constructive and destructive interference channels which
is named the null depth. It depends on the modulus of the degree of the spatial coherence of the object, the
so-called visibility. However, the null depth is biased by instrumental and detector noises. Therefore, it can be
estimated with the ”numerical self-calibrated statistical analysis method”1 (NSC hereafter) which models the
probability density function of the measurements of null depth to yield the astrophysical null (Fig. 1).

The GLINT instrument was first commissioned with only a single-baseline chip, successfully determining the
apparent diameter of red giant star Arcturus (Norris et al, in prep). When the parameters for the instrumental
null are properly characterised, the angular diameter of the star may be deduced by introducing extra fitted
parameters (the so-called ”astrophysical null”) by modeling the object as a limb-darkened disk that adds a
leakage term to the null depth calculation. The measured diameter was found to be 19.5 mas; consistent with
the published interferometric value of 21 mas.2 Yielding an accurate diameter at these scales is remarkable when
placed in the context that the observed diameter is less than half the size of the diffraction limit of the telescope
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Figure 1. Histogram obtained with the NSC method
and fitted model probability density function of null-
depth measurements of Arcturus using GLINT in
November 2016 at Subaru telescope.

Figure 2. Schematics of the 4-inputs integrated-photonic chip
currently on GLINT. The dimensions are 40 × 10.4 × 0.08 mm
(length × width × height).

(Rayleigh criterion of ∼ 47 mas at 1.5 µm). These results vividly illustrate the potential for integrated-photonics
to contribute viable technologies to the demanding domain of astrophysical nulling interferometry. Because
the chips are fabricated by use of laser direct-write which permits full 3-D freedom in sculpting singlemode
waveguides,3 the rapid cycle for prototyping allows for fast-track development of working instruments.

2. TOWARD MORE BASELINES AND SPECTRAL DISPERSION

In June 2018, GLINT was upgraded with a chip (Fig. 2) incorporating 4 input beams (6 baselines) as well as a
spectroscopic back-end delivering multiband data. A campaign of testing and commissioning is now underway
to characterise null depth on multiple baselines and across all wavelength channels. Exciting new science reach
is enabled by the spectrally-dispersed output channels, and in addition, powerful new ways to characterise the
detailed behavior of the photonic circuitry and the response of the coupling coefficients across the band will be
delivered. Considerable extra sophistication in the data analysis is now required because chromaticity affects
the coherence of the wavefronts and can bias measurement of the null depth unless carefully incorporated. This
motivates a more complete re-appraisal of the NSC method with the linearised interferometric equation used
by Hanot et al.1 Confrontation of the model with data from the first commissioning run, as well as issues of
chromaticity and breakdown of assumptions regarding low levels of phase and injection fluctuations requires us
to re-assess some of the simplifications made in previous literature analyses. A more sophisticated interferometric
model not reliant on such approximations and which considers the likely-chromatic coupling of the wavefronts
inside the chip is under development.

3. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated new nulling interferometry technologies based on integrated photonics on-sky at a modern
observatory. The ability to recover information well below the formal diffraction limit of the telescope has
been shown. With continued development, photonic technology has the potential to perform direct imaging of
exoplanets in the habitable zone around stars. The GLINT instrument is a stepping stone to characterization of
the integrated-photonics components required for such an audacious venture.
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